baltimore brainfest

MARCH 16TH, 2019 • 10AM to 4PM
Liberty Recreation Center, 3901 Maine Ave

Come find out what makes you, you.

BRAIN-RELATED GAMES AND ACTIVITIES!
• MAKE A MICROSCOPE OUT OF A SMARTPHONE
• FIND OUT IF YOU’RE A SUPERTASTER
• ARTS & CRAFTS

EXPLORE YOUR BRAIN AND WIN PRIZES!
• BRAIN-THEMED ESCAPE ROOM
• NEUROSCIENTIST SCAVENGER HUNT
• NEW DEMONSTRATIONS

For the family – free for all ages!

RSVP at https://goo.gl/EB5vhj or use the QR code:
#bmorebrainfest

Project Bridge • JHUSOM GSA • JHU Neuroscience • JHU Alumni Association
IAM Lab • Kavli NDI